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Abstrat. We exhibit a rih lass of Horn lauses, whih we all H1 ,whose least models, though possibly in�nite, an be omputed e�e-tively. We show that the least model of an H1 lause onsists of so-alledstrongly reognizable relations and present an exponential normalizationproedure to ompute it. In order to obtain a pratial tool for programanalysis, we identify a restrition of H1 lauses, whih we all H2 , wherethe least models an be omputed in polynomial time. This fragment stillallows to express, e.g., Cartesian produt and transitive losure of rela-tions. Inside H2 , we exhibit a fragment H3 where normalization is evenubi. We demonstrate the usefulness of our approah by deriving a ubiontrol-ow analysis for the Spi alulus [1℄ as presented in [14℄.
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1 IntrodutionIn [16℄, we proposed ALFP (\alternation-free least �xpoint logi in lausal form")as a spei�ation language for ontrol-ow analyzers. ALFP extends lassialDatalog lauses by extra logial features like, e.g., expliit quanti�ation, disjun-tions in pre-onditions and onditional lauses. ALFP and related formalismshave shown to be extremely onvenient for speifying ontrol-ow analyses forvarious programming languages [11, 15℄. The advantage of suh a logi-based ap-proah is that tuning of the analysis boils down to rewriting of formulas whoseorretness an be formally proven within the logi. Also, the generi implemen-tation of formula solvers gives rise to omplexity meta-theorems [3, 11, 7℄ thusforming the basis for generators of preditable program analyses [16, 13℄. TheALFP based approah as well as the restrited lasses of Horn lauses used byMAllester in [11℄, though, have the draw-bak that the result of the analysis,i.e., the least model of the spei�ation is neessarily �nite.Here, we try to lift this limitation. A lassial approah uses (lasses of) setonstraints [8, 4, 17, 2℄. As a more exible formalism, Fr�uhwirth et al. proposed asyntatial restrition of Horn lauses whih they alled uniform, guaranteeing



that the least model onsists of reognizable sets of trees and, moreover, an bee�etively omputed [6℄. Reall that a set of trees is reognizable i� it an beaepted by a �nite tree automaton. In essene, Fr�uhwirth et al. onsider unaryprediates only and restrit impliations to be of one of the following forms:p(X) ( p1(t1); : : : ; pm(tm)p(a) ( p1(t1); : : : ; pm(tm)p(t) ( p1(X1); : : : ; pn(Xn)where a is an atom, t is linear, and ti are arbitrary terms. So, the impliationsp(a(X;Y )) ( q(b(X;Y )) (onstrutor renaming)p(a(X;Z)) ( q1(a(X;Y )); q2(a(Y; Z)) (omposition)are not uniform. Uniform Horn lauses (like set onstraints) are too weak sinethey are not well suited for dealing with relations. Neither do they onvenientlysupport Cartesian produt, nor transitive losure or projetions onto more thanjust one omponent. On the other hand, set onstraints (like uniform Hornlauses) in general are too strong a formalism sine omputing their least so-lutions easily beomes exponential-time hard [6, 18, 4℄.Here, we follow Fr�uhwirth et al. in [6℄ by using (sublasses of) ordinary Hornlauses as spei�ations of analyses and generalize it by allowing non-unaryprediates. Clearly, without any restritions the resulting relations will be nei-ther �nite nor e�etively omputable. In order to obtain e�etive desriptions forrelations, we restrit ourselves to strongly reognizable relations whih we de�neto be �nite unions of Cartesian produts of reognizable tree sets. We exhibita rih lass of Horn lauses where the least model onsists of strongly reogniz-able tree relations only and present an exponential-time normalization proedureto ompute least models. This lass, whih we all H1 , allows renaming andomposition as de�ned above. Furthermore, it onveniently supports relationaloperations like Cartesian produt, transitive losure and arbitrary projetions.As H1 an express unrestrited intersetion of reognizable tree sets by aformula of polynomial size, omputing the least model of H1 lauses is hard fordeterministi exponential time [18℄. Thus, the lass H1 has the same eÆienyproblems as set onstraints or uniform Horn lauses. Therefore, we exhibit insetion 4 a large sublass whih we all H2 . This sublass still supports, e.g.,onstrutor renaming, Cartesian produt, transitive losure and arbitrary pro-jetions. The omplexity of H2 is polynomial: the exponent, however, dependson the number of variables in individual impliations. Therefore, we exhibit insetion 5 a sublass H3 of H2 for whih a uniformly ubi solving time an beproven. The normalization proedure for H3 then is used in setion 6 to obtaina ontrol-ow analysis for the Spi alulus [1℄ as presented in [14℄ whih is ubi.
2 BasisA Horn lause is a �nite set of impliations. Every impliation r is of the formh ( � where h and � are the head and the pre-ondition of r, respetively.Every pre-ondition equals a sequene of queries. The head and every queryare literals, i.e., of the form p(t1; : : : ; tk) where p is a k-ary prediate and ti



are terms whih are built up from variables (starting with apital letters) andonstants through onstrutor appliations. For onveniene, we also introduethe abbreviation: h1; : : : ; hn ( � for the set of impliations:h1 ( � : : : hn ( �all of whih share the same pre-ondition �. For a signature � of onstants andonstrutors, we denote the set of all �nite variable-free (ground) terms by T� .A k-ary tree relation is a subset of T k� . Horn lauses are interpreted relative to aninterpretation � whih maps prediate symbols to orresponding tree relations.Let � denote an interpretation of ourring prediates, and � denote a groundsubstitution mapping the ourring variables to ground terms. Relative to � and�, we de�ne for literals g, pre-onditions �, impliations h( � and Horn lauses, the satisfation relation \j=" by:(1) �; � j= p(t1; : : : ; tk) i� �(t1; : : : ; tk) 2 �(p)(2) �; � j= g1; : : : ; gm i� 8 j : �; � j= gj(3) � j= h( � i� 8 � : �; � j= � ) �; � j= h(4) � j=  i� � j= r for all impliations r in An interpretation � with � j=  is also alled model of . It is well-known thatthe set of models of a Horn lause forms a Moore family. Therefore, there is aunique least model.
3 Normalizable Horn ClausesUnrestrited Horn lauses have Turing power. In order to arrive at a deidablefragment, we have to impose restritions. Horn lauses de�ne tree relations. Ak-ary tree relation R is reognizable i� the set of tuples (t1; : : : ; tk) 2 R an beharaterized by a �nite tree automaton running on all k trees simultaneously.Reognizable tree relations have been introdued by Lugiez and Shnoebelenfor model-heking of PA proesses and deiding �rst-order transition logi [10℄.Reognizable relations enjoy many useful losure properties. In partiular, theyontain all �nite relations and are losed under boolean operations, projetion,Cartesian produt and omposition. They are in general not losed, though,under transitive losure.Therefore, we onsider a sublass of reognizable tree relations only. We alla tree relation R � T k� strongly reognizable i� R equals a �nite union of k-foldCartesian produts of reognizable sets of trees. In partiular, unary stronglyreognizable tree relations simply are reognizable sets of trees. Not every reog-nizable tree relation, though, is also strongly reognizable. The simplest ounterexample is the identity relation whih is trivially reognizable but not stronglyreognizable (unless the universe is �nite). Like reognizable relations, stronglyreognizable relations are losed under boolean operations, projetion, Cartesianprodut and omposition (see hapter 3, setion 2 of [5℄). As a sublass, stronglyreognizable relations enjoy stronger losure properties than general reognizablerelations. Here, we show that the transitive losure of a binary strongly reog-nizable relation is again strongly reognizable (see orollary 1 below). In termsof program analysis, the so-alled independent attribute method [9℄ is often taken



to be a Cartesian produt of powersets of values whereas the so-alled relationalmethod [9℄ often is taken to be a powerset of a Cartesian produt of values; inthis sense, our notion of strongly reognizable relations onstitutes a \�nitary re-lational method" that is more versatile than the independent attribute methodand speializes to the relational method in the ase of a �nite universe.We all an impliation normal i� it is of one of the forms:(N1) p(b) ((N2) p(f(X1; : : : ; Xk)) ( q1(X1); : : : ; qk(Xk)(N3) p(X1; : : : ; Xk) ( q1(X1); : : : ; qk(Xk)for distint variables Xi. In the following, we subsume the �rst ase into theseond one by allowing also onstrutors f of arity 0. Also, we all a Hornlause  normal i� every impliation ourring in  is normal. Every stronglyreognizable relation an be desribed through a normal Horn lause. In fat,the reverse is also true:Proposition 1. Assume  is a normal Horn lause. Then the least model of maps every ourring prediate to a strongly reognizable relation. utWe all a Horn lause  normalizable i� a normal Horn lause 0 an beonstruted from  whih is equivalent to  (up to auxiliary relations). We areinterested in large lasses of normalizable Horn lauses in order to allow asmuh exibility as possible when speifying analyses. In order to haraterizesuh lasses, we introdue the following notion. To a sequene � of queries, weassoiate the (undireted) variable dependene graph D� = (V�; E�). The setof verties of D� equals the set of queries g ourring in �, whereas the set ofedges is given by fg1; g2g 2 E� i� g1 6= g2 and Vars(g1) \ Vars(g2) 6= ;. Twovariables X1; X2 are onneted (w.r.t. �) i� they our within queries whih areonneted in D�. In partiular, variables within the same query are onneted.The impliation h( � has property H1 i�(1) h is linear, i.e., no variable ours twie in h.(2) If two variables X;Y in h are onneted, then X and Y are siblings in h.Here, we all two variables siblings in a literal or term if they our as argu-ments of a ommon father. So, X;Y are siblings in p(X;Y ) and in p(a(X; b; Y ))but not siblings in p(X; a(Y )). A Horn lause  belongs to the lass H1 i� allimpliations in  are H1.For the following, we �x a �nite set � of onstrutors. In partiular, the max-imal arity a[℄ of a onstrutor or prediate in the lause  is non-zero but O(1).We assume in our omplexity estimations that the maximal number of queriesas well as the maximal number v[℄ of variable ourrenes in a single implia-tion is non-zero and O(1). Note that this does neither prelude the number ofimpliations of  nor the sizes of ourring ground subterms to be unbounded.The maximum of 2 and the maximal number of repetitions of a variable in apre-ondition of  is denoted by r[℄. Also, we will refer to the size jj of  whihwe de�ne as the size of a \natural" internal representation of . For this repre-sentation, we use a ondensed version of the abstrat syntax tree of the lausewhere ground subterms are maximally shared. We have:



Theorem 1. For every lause from H1 , an equivalent normal lause an beonstruted in deterministi exponential time.Proof (Sketh). We proeed in two steps. In the �rst step, we transform theH1 -lause into an equivalent lause of a partiularly simple form whih we thennormalize in the seond step.A lause from H1 is H1 -speial i� every impliation is of one of the forms:(1) p(X1; : : : ; Xk) ( q1(Y 1); : : : ; qm(Y m)(2) p(f(X1; : : : ; Xk))( q1(Y 1); : : : ; qm(Y m)(3) p(X1; : : : ; Xk) ( q(Y1; : : : ; Yj�1; f(Z1; : : : ; Zn0); Yj+1; : : : ; Yn);pwhere the variables Xi are pairwise distint, the Y i are arbitrary sequenes ofvariables, and p is a sequene of unary queries. We have:Proposition 2. For a Horn lause  from H1 , a H1 -speial Horn lause 0 anbe onstruted in linear time whih is equivalent to  (up to auxiliary prediates)suh that 0 has the following properties:1. a[0℄ � v[℄ + a[℄� 1 and v[0℄ � v[℄ + a[℄� 1;2. r[0℄ � r[℄.Thus, the transformation from  to 0 only moderately inreases the number ofvariable ourrenes per impliation while not inreasing the number of vari-able repetitions. Here, we do not provide a formal proof of prop. 2. Instead,we illustrate the two ruial steps by examples. First, we need a (linear time)transformation whih produes an equivalent Horn lause suh that all ourringheads are of one of the following forms:p(X1; : : : ; Xk) or p(f(X1; : : : ; Xk))Example 1. Consider the impliation: p(a(X;Y; b); (Z)) ( � .By de�nition of H1, neither X and Z nor Y and Z an be onneted. There-fore, we an split � into two sequenes �1; �2 of queries where �1 ontains allqueries ontaining variables whih are onneted to X or Y and �2 ontains theremaining ones (in partiular, those onstraining Z). We replae the impliationequivalently with the following four impliations:p(X1; X2) ( p1(X1); p2(X2) h(b) (p1(a(X;Y; Z)) ( h(Z); �1 p2((Z)) ( �2The �rst impliation separates the impliation into two queries, one for eahargument of p. The following two impliations onstrut the �rst parameter ofp. Eah of these reate one onstrutor in the head. The seond impliationorresponds to the appliation of a. The bindings for X and Y are providedby �1, whereas Z is a new auxiliary variable whih reeives the ground term bthrough the query to the additional auxiliary prediate h. Finally, the seondparameter of p is provided through the fourth impliation. utNext, we simulate omplex queries by simpler ones.



Example 2. Consider the omplex query g � p(a((X); X); d(Y )) ourringin some pre-ondition. Then g is replaed with the query p0(X;X; Y ) wherep0 is a new prediate with one parameter position for every variable ourreneof g. The prediate p0 is then de�ned through the following traversal over g:p0(X1; X2; X3) ( p1((X1); X2; X3)p1(X1; X2; X3) ( p2(a(X1; X2); X3)p2(X1; X2) ( p(X1; d(X2))Eah of the de�ning impliations orresponds to one onstrutor ourrene ing. The impliation for p1, e.g., inverts the onstrutor ourrene of a. utAording to proposition 2, it suÆes to normalize H1 -speial lauses only.Assume that  is H1 -speial. For every subset S of unary prediates, we intro-due a new auxiliary unary prediate mS . In partiular, we rename the unaryprediates p with mfpg. The prediate mS denotes the onjuntion of the pred-iates p 2 S. The prediate m; denotes the empty intersetion, i.e., should betrue for all trees. For S = ; and every f of rank k, we hene add the rule:m;(f(X1; : : : ; Xk)) ( m;(X1); : : : ;m;(Xk)By adding queries to m;, we may w.l.o.g. assume that all head variables alsoour in the orresponding pre-onditions.The general idea of the normalization proedure is to suessively add simplerimpliations until no further simpli�ations an be applied. Two properties mustbe enfored. First, the newly added impliations should always be implied bythe already existing ones. Seond, after saturation, all non-normal impliationsshould beome superuous. In the following, we ollet the rules for adding newimpliations. Assume that H is the least model of the urrently obtained set ofnormal impliations. Note that it will grow monotonially as lauses are added.First, onsider hain rules, i.e., impliations of the form:mS(X) ( mS0(X)Then for every normal impliation:mS0(f(X1; : : : ; Xk)) ( mS1(X1); : : : ;mSk(Xk)we add the impliation:mS(f(X1; : : : ; Xk)) ( mS1(X1); : : : ;mSk(Xk)If we are given normal impliations:mfpg(f(X1; : : : ; Xk)) ( mSp;1(X1); : : : ;mSp;k(Xk)for all p 2 S, we add the normal impliation:mS(f(X1; : : : ; Xk)) ( mS1(X1); : : : ;mSk(Xk)where Sj = SfSp;j j p 2 Sg, i.e., Sj ollets all prediates onstraining Xj .



Next, assume that the impliation is of form (1) or (2) and ontains a non-unary query, i.e., equals h ( p1; q(Y1; : : : ; Yn);p2(n 6= 1) where h either equals p(X1; : : : ; Xk) or p(f(X1; : : : ; Xk)). If q is nullary,i.e., n = 0, then we add the impliation:h ( p1;p2whenever H(q) is non-empty. If q has arity at least 2, then for every impliation:q(X1; : : : ; Xn) ( mS1(X1); : : : ;mSn(Xn)we add the impliation:h ( p1;mS1(Y1); : : : ;mSn(Yn);p2Now assume that the pre-ondition of an impliation onsists of unary queriesonly, i.e., the impliation equals h ( p where p is a sequene of unaryqueries. By assumption, all head variables X1; : : : ; Xk our in p. We simplify pin two steps. First, we join together all unary prediates onstraining the samevariable: If p is (up to re-ordering) of the form mS1(X); : : : ;mSn(X);p0 (Xsome variable not ourring in p0), we add the impliation:h ( mS(X);p0where S = S1 [ : : : [ Sn.Next assume that every variable ours at most one. We aim at removingthe non-head variables. Assume that p is (up to re-ordering) of the form:mS01(Y1); : : : ;mS0l(Yl);mS1(X1); : : : ;mSk(Xk)where Y1; : : : ; Yl do not our in the head. If all sets H(mS0i) are non-empty, thenwe add the lause: h ( mS1(X1); : : : ;mSk(Xk)Finally, we onsider non-normal impliations of the form (3), i.e.:p(X1; : : : ; Xk) ( q(Y1; : : : ; Yj�1; f(Z1; : : : ; Zn0); Yj+1; : : : ; Yn);pand assume that the lause ontains the normal impliations:q(X1; : : : ; Xn) ( mS1(X1); : : : ;mSj (Xj); : : : ;mSn(Xn)mSj (f(X1; : : : ; Xn0)) ( mS01(X1); : : : ;mS0n0 (Xn0)Then we add the impliation:p(X1; : : : ; Xk) ( mS1(Y1); : : : ;mSj�1(Yj�1);mS01(X1); : : : ;mS0n0 (Zn0);mSj+1(Yj+1); : : : ;mSn(Yn);pEah newly added rule does not hange the least model of the Horn lause,and H will ontinue to be a subset of the least model. The number of distint



normal impliations is 2O(jj). We onlude that also the maximal number ofnormalization steps for H1 -speial Horn lauses is 2O(jj). Now, let 1 denote alause whih is obtained from  by a maximal sequene of normalization stepsand 0 obtained from 1 by removing the non-normal lauses. We laim that 0and 1 have the same least models. In order to prove that the equivalent normalHorn lause 0 an be onstruted in deterministi exponential time, we observethat eah normalization step an be exeuted in onstant time { given an oralefor non-emptiness of ourring unary prediates. Therefore, it remains to provethat the neessary tests for non-emptiness an be exeuted eÆiently enough.For this we, e.g., may maintain a boolean ag bS for every enountered set S ofunary prediates indiating whether the intersetion of the prediates in S hasalready been shown to be non-empty. This book-keeping amounts to overall osts2O(jj). Thus, normalization of H1 lauses an be performed in time 2O(jj). utNote that our normalization proof is ompletely straight-forward | quite inontrast to the orresponding proof for uniform Horn lauses in [6℄ whih refersto two-way tree automata. As every Horn lause from H1 an be normalized, itmight be argued that H1 has the same expressive power for unary prediates assimpler formalisms like �nite tree automata, de�nite set onstraints [8, 4, 17, 2℄ oruniform Horn lauses. From a pratial point of view, however, this is not true.H1 is a more onvenient spei�ation formalism as it supports manipulation ofrelations. It allows, e.g., to state impliations like:� p(X;Y ) ( q(a(X;Y; Z))� p(X;Y; Z) ( q(Y; Z;X)� p(X;Z) ( q1(X;Y ); q2(Y; Z)On the other hand, arbitrary projetions through onstrutors, permutations ofomponents and omposition of relations as in these examples are not expressiblethrough uniform Horn lauses.Let us �nally remark that the the exponential upper omplexity bound whihwe established for the normalization of H1 lauses is the best one an hope toahieve for suh a general lass. Any fast normalization proedure allows toonstrut a fast proedure for testing the emptiness of intersetions of sequenesof reognizable tree languages (given through �nite tree automata) | the latterproblem, however, is known to be hard for deterministi exponential time [6, 18℄.Note that this lower bound even holds for the family of H1 lauses where allimpliations are of onstant size (while the number of impliations varies).4 The Class H2In this setion, we try to break the exponential lower omplexity bound by ex-hibiting a large sublass of H1 lauses whih an be normalized muh faster. Ourkey idea is to additionally restrit how pre-onditions may a�et head variables.We all h( � H2 i� it is H1, i.e., satis�es (1) and (2) above and additionally:(3) Every variable whih ours in h, ours in � at most one.A Horn lause  is H2 i� all impliations in  are H2.



Example 3. The impliation: p(X;Y ) ( q1(a(X;Z); b); q2(b(Z)); q3(;X)is H1 but not H2 as the variable X ours in the pre-ondition twie. On theontrary, some of the impliations generated by the ow-logi spei�ation [12,15℄ for the Spi alulus, are H2. Let us assume that the program to be ana-lyzed is spei�ed by the abstrat syntax tree prog. Then we maintain unaryprediates reah and ours whih ollet all reahable sub-programs and allreahable (data) subexpressions, respetively. In partiular, we assert the fat:reah(prog) ( . In the abstrat syntax tree, we use a onstrutor derypt ofarity 4 for olleting the four subtrees orresponding to the parts e; x; k and tin the sub-program: ase e of fxgk t. The rules of the ontrol-ow analysis(inluding reahability) from [14℄ for deryption an be formalized as:hasValue(X;Y ); reah(T ) ( reah(derypt(E;X;K; T ));hasValue(K;V );hasValue(E; en(Y; V ))ours(E); ours(K) ( reah(derypt(E;X;K; T ))Here, en is another onstrutor whih reates enrypted messages from a ontentand a key. All these four impliations are H2. utTheorem 2. For every H2 lause , an equivalent normal lause 0 an beonstruted in time O(jjm) where m = r[℄ � (v[℄ + a[℄).Proof (Sketh). We proeed as in the proof of theorem 1. First, we bring into H1 -speial form. In fat, the resulting lause 0 still is H2 . Sine every headvariable ours in the orresponding pre-ondition at most one, we an abandonthe use of any auxiliary prediate mS where S has ardinality > 1 { given thatwe replae the emptiness heks of H(mS) (S a set of unary prediates) duringH1 -normalization with the emptiness test for: TfH(p) j p 2 Sg . In partiular,the ourring sets S to be tested have ardinality at most r[℄. Therefore, we anonstrut for 0, an equivalent normal lause 0 of size O(jjv) where the numberof normalization steps is of order O(jjv+1) for v = v[℄+a[℄. All neessary testsfor non-emptiness then amount to osts O(jjm) where m = r[℄ � (v[℄ + a[℄).Hene, normalization an be performed in time O(jjm + jjv+1) = O(jjm). utAs a orollary, we obtain a losure property of strongly reognizable relationswhih distinguishes this lass from general reognizable relations:Corollary 1. The transitive losure of a strongly reognizable binary relation isagain strongly reognizable. It an be omputed in ubi time.Proof. Assume that the strongly reognizable binary relation edge is de�ned bythe normal Horn lause . Then we an de�ne the transitive losure by:trans(X;Y ) ( edge(X;Y )trans(X;Z) ( edge(X;Y ); trans(Y; Z)The resulting Horn lause falls into the lass H2 . Therefore, it is normalizable,and the de�ned binary relation trans is strongly reognizable.Conerning the omplexity, we observe that there are at most jj impliationsfor the relation edge. Aordingly, the �rst impliation for trans inurs only



ost O(jj). It remains to onsider the seond impliation. The original lauseontains at most jj unary prediates. Sine trans is binary, the normalized lausean ontain at most jj2 impliations for trans. Eah of the linearly many pre-onditions of edge potentially must be ombined with eah of the pre-onditionsof trans. This results in at most O(jj3) normalization steps. The emptiness ofall pairwise intersetions of unary prediates an be determined in time O(jj2).We onlude that normalization requires time O(jj3 + jj2) = O(jj3). ut5 The Class H3In light of theorem 2, the lass H2 is (theoretially) feasible { given that everyimpliation does not ontain too many variables and variable repetitions. Inour example analysis for Spi, we used impliations whih introdue as many as 9variable ourrenes of 6 distint variables. The resulting exponent (� 9+2+1 =12) is way beyond what an honestly be judged as pratially feasible for non-trivial input lauses. Therefore, we see a need for sublasses of H2 where theexponent in the runtime estimation of normalization uniformly an be boundedby a small onstant. Suh a lass is exhibited in this setion.The idea of this third lass of Horn lauses is to allow tree-like variabledependenes only. Thus, h( � is alled H3 i� (4) and (5) are satis�ed:(4) h and every literal in � is linear;(5) The variable dependene graph for the sequene h� is ayli where adja-ent literals have at most one variable in ommon.Hene, every variable ours at most twie and in di�erent literals. Therefore,variables from h our in � at most one. Sine (4) and (5) imply property H1,we onlude that H3 implies even property H2. A Horn lause  is alled H3i� all impliations in  are H3. The lauses from the Spi analysis from example3, though, do not onform with the de�nition of H3 | as the impliation forhasValue violates property (5). We will return to this point in the next setion.Theorem 3. For every H3 lause , an equivalent normal lause an be on-struted in time O(jj3) where the resulting lause is of size O(jj2).Proof. As in the proof of theorem 2, we proeed by �rst transforming the lauseinto an equivalent lause of simpler form { whih then is normalized in the seondstep. Note that the normal form here and the orresponding normalization rulesare quite di�erent from the ones used in the proofs of theorems 1 and 2.An H3 lause  is H3 -speial i� every non-normal impliation in  is of oneof the forms:(1) p(X1; : : : ; Xk) ( q1(X1); : : : ; qk(Xk);q(2) p(Xi) ( q(f(X1; : : : ; Xk));p(3) p(Xi) ( q(X1; : : : ; Xk);p(4) p() ( q(X1; : : : ; Xk); p1(X1); : : : ; pk(Xk)where p in lines (2) and (3) denotes a sequene of unary queriesp � p1(X1); : : : ; pi�1(Xi�1); pi+1(Xi+1); : : : ; pk(Xk)



and q in line (1) is a (possibly empty) sequene of nullary queries. We have:Proposition 3. For a Horn lause  from H3 , a H3 -speial Horn lause 0 anbe onstruted in linear time whih is equivalent to  (up to auxiliary prediates).Proof. In order to deompose an arbitrary H3 impliation h( � into (a linearnumber of) H3 -speial impliations, we onsider the dependene graph D� ofthe pre-ondition �. As this graph is ayli, we an diret its edges in suh away that the resulting graph D0� has the following properties:{ D0� is a forest with edges direted towards the roots;{ every head variable only ours in roots.Suh an edge orientation an be determined by a DFS traversal of the graphD�. The ourrene of a head variable in a root is onsidered as the de�nition ofpotential bindings of the variable. Aording to the property H3, eah variableX whih ours more than one in �, orresponds to a unique edge (g1; g2) inD0� from g1 to g2. The ourrene of X in the literal g2 is the use of X whereasthe ourrene of X in the literal g1 is the de�nition of potential bindings of X.Example 4. Consider the following impliation:p(a(X;Y )) ( q1(d(Z; (X))); q2(Y ); q3(Z); s(b; b)The orresponding direted graph D0� is shown in �g. 1. In this �gure, we added
q1(d(Z; (X)))q3(Z)Z q2(Y ) s(b; b)
Fig. 1. The direted dependene graph D0�.

to the single edge the variable by whih it is indued. Note that there is one rootbesides those ontaining head variables, namely the literal s(b; b). utAssuming that the variables of distint impliations all are distint, the pre-proessing transformation proeeds as follows:{ For every subterm t of , we introdue a new prediate ht. If t � f(t1; : : : ; tk),the prediate ht is de�ned by the impliation:ht(f(Z1; : : : ; Zk)) ( ht1(Z1); : : : ; htk(Zk){ For every root g � q(t1; : : : ; tk) of a pre-ondition whih does not ontain ahead variable, we introdue a new nullary prediate h0g whih is de�ned bythe impliation:h0g() ( q(X1; : : : ; Xk); ht1(X1); : : : ; htk(Xk)



{ For an impliation p(t1; : : : ; tk)( �, we introdue the impliation:p(Z1; : : : ; Zk) ( ht1(Z1); : : : ; htk(Zk);qwhere q is the sequene of queries h0g(), g a query of � without head variable.{ It remains to de�ne the prediates hX . If X ours only one, we set:hX(Z) ( h>(Z)where h> is a unary prediate whih holds for all trees t. Sine the set ofonstrutors is �xed, h> an be de�ned by a normal lause of size O(1).Every other variable X has a de�ning ourrene in some query g in somepre-ondition. If g � q(X), then we add the impliation:hX(Z) ( q(Z)Otherwise, if g � q(s1; : : : ; sm), we introdue new unary prediates gs forevery super-term s of X ourring in g together with the impliations:hX(Z) ( gX(Z)gsi(Zi) ( q(Z1; : : : ; Zm); hs1(Z1); : : : ; hsi�1(Zi�1); hsi+1(Zi+1); : : : ; hsm(Zm)if X ours in sigs0j (Zj) ( gs0(f(Z1; : : : ; Zm0)); hs01(Z1); : : : ; hs0j�1(Zj�1); hs0j+1(Zj+1); : : : ; hs0m0 (Zm0)if s0 � f(s01; : : : ; s0m0) ours in g and X ours in s0jExample 5. Applying these rules to the impliation from example 4, we obtain:ha(X;Y )(a(X 0; Y 0)) ( hX(X 0); hY (Y 0) hY (Y 0) ( q2(Y 0)hX(X 0) ( gX(X 0) hZ(Z 0) ( q3(Z 0)hb(b) (g(X)(X 0) ( gd(Z;(X))(d(Z 0; X 0)); hZ(Z 0)gX(X 0) ( g(X)((X 0)) gd(Z;(X))(X 0) ( q1(X 0)h0s(b;b)() ( s(X1; X2); hb(X1); hb(X2)p(X 0) ( ha(X;Y )(X 0); h0s(b;b)()where g denotes the query q1(d(Z; (X))) . utIndeed, this transformation introdues H3 -speial impliations only. Note alsothat every query may ontain the de�ning ourrene of at most one variable.Therefore, the transformed lause is of size O(jj). By �xpoint indution, it anbe proven that the transformed lause is equivalent to . Sine the transformationan be implemented in linear time, the statement of proposition 3 follows. utGiven a linear time pre-proessing phase, it therefore suÆes to onstrut intime O(jj3), for every H3 -speial Horn lause , an equivalent normal lause ofsize O(jj2). Here, we only ollet the neessary normalization rules.Assume that H is the least model of the subset of normal impliations in .If an impliation equals p(X1) ( q1(X1), then for every normal impliation:q1(f(X1; : : : ; Xk)) ( p1(X1); : : : ; pk(Xk)



we add the impliation:p(f(X1; : : : ; Xk)) ( p1(X1); : : : ; pk(Xk)Now onsider non-normal impliations of the forms (1) through (4).Case 1: The impliation equals p(X1; : : : ; Xk) ( q1(X1); : : : ; qk(Xk);qwhere q � f1(); : : : ; fm() is a non-empty sequene of nullary queries. IfH(fj) 6= ;, for every j, then we add:p(X1; : : : ; Xk) ( q1(X1); : : : ; qk(Xk)Case 2: The impliation equals p(Xi) ( q(f(X1; : : : ; Xk));p for a sequenep � p1(X1); : : : ; pi�1(Xi�1); pi+1(Xi+1); : : : ; pk(Xk)Then for every normal impliation:q(f(X1; : : : ; Xk)) ( q1(X1); : : : ; qk(Xk)we add: p(Xi) ( qi(Xi) | provided that H(pj) \H(qj) 6= ; for all j 6= i.Case 3: The impliation equals p(Xi) ( q(X1; : : : ; Xk);p for k > 1 andp � p1(X1); : : : ; pi�1(Xi�1); pi+1(Xi+1); : : : ; pk(Xk)Then we proeed similar to Case 2. Thus, for every normal impliation:q(X1; : : : ; Xk) ( q1(X1); : : : ; qk(Xk)we add: p(Xi) ( qi(Xi) | provided that H(pj) \H(qj) 6= ; for all j 6= i.Case 4: The impliation equals p() ( q(X1; : : : ; Xk); p1(X1); : : : ; pk(Xk).Then we add: p() ( � | provided that either k = 1 and H(q) and H(p1)have a non-empty intersetion or k > 1 and there is a normal impliation:q(X1; : : : ; Xk) ( q1(X1); : : : ; qk(Xk)suh that H(qi) \H(pi) 6= ; for all i.At most jj2 onstraints of the form p(X)( q(X) an be generated. OnlyO(jj) normal onstraints are generated for eah prediate. So, the total numberof generated onstraints is O(jj2). Eah original onstraint as well as as eahgenerated onstraint of type (1) triggers at most jj normalization steps, whihaltogether an be implemented in time O(jj3) | given that non-emptiness of all(ourring) pairs of unary prediates an be deided in ubi time. The trivialupper bound for these tests is O(jj4). A more detailed analysis, however, revealsthat time O(jj3) suÆes. Thus, normalization of H3 lauses is ubi. ut
6 AppliationWe have seen that some impliations naturally arising in the formalization of theSpi analysis, do not have property H3. It turns out that some further impliationseven violate H1 (see appendix A for a omplete spei�ation of the analysis).



Example 6. The evaluation rule of hasValue for the onstrutor en is given by:hasValue(en(E;K); en(V;KV )) ( ours(en(E;K));hasValue(E; V );hasValue(K;KV )This impliation does not omply with H1, sine the head variables E;K andV;KV are onneted without being siblings. utEah ompliated impliation of the Spi analysis, however, ontains either aquery to one of the prediates reah or ours. A loser inspetion reveals thatboth prediates hold only for subterms of the ground term prog. Therefore, weobtain an equivalent lause if we instantiate the variables in these queries in allways suh that the arguments of reah and ours are subterms of prog.Example 7. Consider the impliations for hasValue in the examples 3 and 6.Instantiating the argument positions of reah and ours results in the lauses:hasValue(x; Y ) ( reah(derypt(e; x; k; t));hasValue(k; V );hasValue(e; en(Y; V ))hasValue(en(e; k); en(V; V K)) ( ours(en(e; k));hasValue(e; V );hasValue(k;KV )for all sub-programs t0 = derypt(e; x; k; t) and ourring expressions en(y; k).Here, x; e; k and t are ground terms. Thus, the resulting impliations are H3. utThis instantiation of the Spi analysis indeed results in H3 impliations only.Sine we use a suint representation, multiple ourrenes of the same groundsubterm are represented only one. Therefore, the size of the lause is inreasedby a onstant fator only. We onlude:Theorem 4. Control-ow analysis for Spi is ubi. ut
7 ConlusionWe presented a new lass H1 of Horn lauses whose least model an be om-puted exatly, and exhibited sublasses H2 and H3 where this an be done inpolynomial time. Due to its expressivity, we �nd the lass H1 interesting in itsown right. The most pratial lass, though, seems to be the lass H3 , sine itadmits normalization in ubi time. We exempli�ed this by applying the nor-malization proedure for H3 to onstrut a ubi time analysis for Spi. Sine the\natural" formulation of the analysis did not meet the syntatial requirementsof H3 , we massaged the original formulation by instantiating some parametersin the lause with �nitely many ground subterms. The underlying idea an begeneralized. It remains for future work to systematially explore orrespondinglause transformations w.r.t. their strengths and omplexities.
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Similar rules model the remaining syntatial onstruts. For send and rev, weobtain: hasMessage(CV; V ); reah(T ) ( reah(send(C;E; T ));hasValue(C;CV );hasValue(E; V )ours(C); ours(E) ( reah(send(C;E; T ))hasValue(X;V ); reah(T ) ( reah(rev(C;X; T ));hasValue(C;CV );hasMessage(CV; V )ours(C) ( reah(rev(C; ; ))For ontrol onstruts, we have:reah(T ) ( reah(bang(T ))reah(T1); reah(T2) ( reah(par(T1; T2))reah(T0) ( reah(ase(E; ; T0; ));hasValue(E; zero)hasValue(X;V ); reah(T1) ( reah(ase(E;X; ; T1));hasValue(E; su(V ))ours(E) ( reah(ase(E; ; ; ))hasValue(X1; V1); hasValue(X2; V2); reah(T ) ( reah(let(E;X1; X2; T ));hasValue(E; pair(V1; V2))ours(E) ( reah(let(E; ; ; ))Besides enryption and the atom zero, the Spi alulus has two further dataonstrutors, the unary su and the binary pair. The evaluation rules for theseare given by: ours(E) ( ours(su(E))ours(E1); ours(E2) ( ours(pair(E1; E2))ours(E); ours(K) ( ours(en(E;K))hasValue(zero; zero) (hasValue(su(E); su(V )) ( ours(su(E));hasValue(E; V )hasValue(pair(E1; E2); pair(V1; V2)) ( ours(pair(E1; E2));hasValue(E1; V1);hasValue(E2; V2)hasValue(en(E;K); en(V;KV )) ( ours(en(E;K));hasValue(E; V );hasValue(K;KV )


